Abstract: This article addresses the sustainable traceability issue in the food supply chain from the sourcing perspective in which consumer willingness to pay for traceability is considered. There are two supplier types: traceable suppliers, which are costly but can carry a precise recall in food safety events, and non-traceable suppliers, which are less expensive but may suffer a higher cost in food safety events. A portion of consumers display traceability consciousness, and are willing to pay a premium for traceable food products. Four possible strategies in a transparent food supply chain and three sourcing strategies in a nontransparent food supply chain are identified and we determine when each strategy is optimal. We show that efforts to improve traceability that focus on consumers, by increasing their willingness to pay for traceability or expanding the portion of traceability consciousness consumers, may lead to an unintended consequence, such as a decrease in the provision of traceable food products. However, efforts that focus on revealing and penalizing the buyer always lead to a higher provision of traceable food products. We further find that efforts focusing on eliminating the information asymmetry may not be helpful for sustainable traceability in the food supply chain.
Introduction
In the food industry, many aspects of social sustainability, such as consumer health and safety, have gained considerable attention due to frequent food safety events [1] . The infant milk powder contaminated by melamine in China led to six deaths and 294,000 cases of illness in 2008 [2] . The salmonella outbreak in the Peanut Corporation of America in 2008 resulted in nine deaths and 637 cases of illness, and is one of the largest food product recall events in U.S. history [3] . Most tragically, the E. coli contamination of bean sprouts in Germany incurred 37 deaths and more than 3000 cases of illness, and the European Union provided 210 million euros in emergency aid for vegetable farmers affected by the crisis in 2011 [4] . The European horse meat scandal in 2013 resulted in numerous supermarkets withdrawing processed beef from their shelves [5] .
Once tainted products are discovered, firms should remove them from circulation, and this process is formally known as product recall [6] . This recalled food usually tends to be scrapped. In other words, food safety events may incur food losses throughout the food supply chain. The Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) reported 122 food recalls in 2016, and 58,140,787 pounds of food was removed from the circulation [7] .
To realize food product recall, the traceability system has gained considerable importance [8] , which is recognized as creating the ability to retrieve the history [9] and enable more targeted recalls by identifying the product's origin more specifically [10] . Unlike traditional food safety control can be associated with its marketing strategy [27] , as selecting a traceable supplier can reduce its costs, whilst allowing the firm to extract additional profit from the traceability consciousness segment. Within this context, this article intends to provide a thorough investigation of three key questions. First, considering food traceability, what sourcing strategies are feasible, and what are the optimal conditions for each strategy? Second, what roles do the two factors described above play in the buyer's optimal sourcing decision and sustainable traceability? And third, how does information asymmetry impact a firm's choice and the provision of traceable food products in the market?
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related literature. The preliminaries are described in Section 3. Section 4 presents a detailed analysis of different sourcing strategies under traceability information transparency, and then we analyze the drivers of sourcing in Section 5. Section 6 investigates the sourcing decision under information asymmetry. Finally, we conclude with the findings and directions for future research in Section 7.
Related Research
There is growing literature on food traceability. Smith et al. [28] and Schwägele [29] provide excellent reviews from US and European perspectives, respectively. Recent works by Ringsberg [30] and Badia-Melis et al. [31] provide an extensive survey of the literature. Most of the work investigates the technology and system for food traceability, and the effect of the system. A small part focuses on inducing incumbent suppliers to provide traceable food products, such as contracts, monitoring, or inspection policies, or regulations. For example, Starbird and Amanor-Boadu [32] , and Pouliot and Sumner [33] investigated the traceability and inspection policies on food safety, and analyzed the impact on the provision of safe food. Resende-Filho and Hurley [14] improved the seminal work on probability and fines [34] by explicitly modelling the conflict between producers and food processors with traceability, analyzing the mechanisms to encourage the supplier to set up or improve the traceability system. Our article differs in that we study the effect of traceability on a buyer's sourcing decision by comprehensively analyzing the tradeoff between the profit gained from the consumer WTP and the cost associated with the traceability system and food safety events.
As aforementioned, a segment of the consumer population might pay a premium for traceability. Consequently, the firm must choose whether to source some or all products from a traceable supplier and determine the price. This is reminiscent of the literature on heterogeneous traceability consciousness. Most papers in this body of literature focus on assessing the consumer awareness of food traceability and the WTP. Laboratory market experiments carried out in Canada by Hobbs et al. show that bundling traceability with quality assurance has the potential to deliver more value [35] . Rijswijk et al. designed and made cross-national comparison experiments in four European countries and found that consumers' benefits associated with traceability are related to health, quality, and safety, of which the latter is associated with trust and confidence [36] . Comparable experimental auctions in the U.S., Canada, the U.K., and Japan illustrate that consumers are willing to pay for a non-trivial premium for a traceable meat product [37] . Wang et al. conducted a cross-sectional study in Beijing, and showed that consumers are willing to pay a 6% premium for safe, traceable fish products over non-traceable products [38] . None of these papers consider the sourcing issue or the impact of consumer behavior on a firm's incentives to select a traceable supplier, which is the focus of our article. In our model, the firm's marketing strategy must be associated with its sourcing strategy in a way that accounts for multiple factors impacting the profit.
Preliminaries
Consider a food supply chain consisting of one downstream firm (the buyer) and one or more upstream firms (the supplier). The buyer provides the food product to a market with a fixed total size which is normalized to 1, and before the selling seasons, the buyer must select those suppliers. The buyer in our model may, for instance, be a food processor sourcing one type of raw material from a Sustainability 2017, 9, 999 4 of 19 supplier that will later be processed into a finished food product, or a supermarket (e.g., Walmart, Suguo, Carrefour) with no manufacturing capability.
The buyer can source from a diverse set of suppliers, each with different costs and traceability characteristics. In this article, we assume that these suppliers are exogenously fixed to two types, in order to focus our analysis: a supplier with high-level traceability (the traceable supplier, denoted T) who has a traceability level at t T , and a supplier with low-level traceability (the non-traceable supplier, denoted N). Normally, firms who only adopt traceability to meet legal requirements hold a low-level traceability system, while the traceability level of firms who adopt traceability on a voluntary basis is high [39] . Without the loss of generality, we assume that the traceability level of the type N supplier is t N = 0. Assuming that this is a simplification made for the ease of exposition, the results continue to hold, as the traceability levels of the two supplier types are nonzero. The marginal production cost of the type T supplier is c T , and the type N supplier is less expensive, charging a marginal production cost c N , and c N < c T . This cost difference between the two supplier types occurs, since establishing a traceability system is costly. Let ∆ = c T − c N be the marginal cost of the traceability system, and let q T and q N be the sourcing quantities from the traceable and non-traceable suppliers, respectively.
We assume that the two suppliers are equivalent in all other operational dimensions (quality, lead time). With this assumption, we can focus the model on the sourcing decision, but not complicate the buyer's problem with other well-known sourcing drivers (e.g., supplier uncertainty, incumbent supplier) [40] . According to the equivalence assumption, consumers are considered to have a homogeneous WTP for the product equal to v. As in [41] , a portion θ ∈ [0, 1] of consumers is assumed to exhibit traceability consciousness and would like to pay a premium r for traceable food products. All remaining consumers, a portion 1 − θ of the total population, are not concerned about traceability. Table 1 summarizes the consumer types. In addition, we assume that the buyer faces no competing in the market, that is, there is no alternative for the consumer and he only makes the buying decision upon WTP. The probability that a food safety event occurs is ϕ ∈ [0, 1], and the event is exogenous. If a food safety event occurs, the buyer can recall the tainted food with the aid of the traceability system, and the recall quantity is a function f (t) of the traceability level t. Therefore, the recall quantity of the food sourced from the type T supplier is f (t T ), and from the type N supplier is f (t N ). Intuitively, f (t) strictly decreases as t increases. For simplicity, we assume f (t N ) = 1. In other words, while the food safety event happens, the buyer should recall all of the food products sourced from the type N supplier, since there is no traceability system to help distinguish the safe food from that which is tainted. Moreover, the recall costs are v + r − c T and v − c N for the products sourced from the type T and type N suppliers, respectively. In addition, the buyer should suffer an additional monetary penalty c P when food safety events occur. In practice, recalling the tainted food products in time will help to prevent the loss of the consumer, and the government will impose a light penalty. Otherwise, the buyer will suffer a serious loss of consumers and a penalty. In this article, we denote c P as the additional monetary penalty of the buyer selling non-traceable food products over the traceable one while food safety event occurs.
The sequence of the event is as follows. At the first stage, the buyer selects a supplier(s) and determines its sourcing quantity. Then, the supplier produces food products according to the buyer's order and delivers the product to the buyer in the second stage. At the third stage, the buyer determines the price and sells it to the market. If a food safety event occurs, the buyer requests a recall.
Sourcing Strategies
In this section, we investigate the sourcing strategies of the buyer under information transparency. Given the supply chain and preliminaries above, the buyer could adopt four possible sourcing strategies. In the following, we present these strategies and derive the expected profit and sourcing quantity associated with each.
(1) Non-Traceability Sourcing (NT) strategy. With the NT strategy, the buyer only sources from the type N supplier, and sells the food products to the consumer population. Hence, the sourcing quantities from the type T and N suppliers are q T = 0 and q N = 1, respectively. As aforementioned, all consumers have WTP v for the food. Hence, the expected profit of the buyer in the NT strategy is:
The first term in Equation (1) represents the sales profit, and the second and third terms represent the recall cost and the additional monetary penalty resulting from the food safety events with probability ϕ, respectively.
(2) Dual Sourcing (DS) strategy. Rather than adopting the NT strategy, the buyer could source from both supplier types simultaneously. With this strategy, the buyer can provide the traceable food products to the traceability consciousness segment of the population, and provide the non-traceable product to another segment. This implies that the optimal sourcing quantities from the two types of suppliers are q T = θ and q N = 1 − θ. In reality, this is common for the retailer to provide vertical differential products to gain more profit from different market segments. Furthermore, this strategy implies that the traceability consciousness consumer prefers and chooses the traceable food products. Therefore, the buyer charges v and v + r for the product sourced from the type N and T supplier, respectively. Consequently, the expected profit of the buyer under the DS strategy is:
The first term in Equation (2) is the profit of selling traceable products while the related recall cost has been deduced, the second term is the profit of selling non-traceable products with the related recall cost deduced, and the third term is the additional penalty.
(3) Traceability Niche Sourcing (TN) strategy. In the above two strategies, the buyer sells non-traceable food products to different extents, which potentially leads to an additional monetary penalty while food safety events occur. One way to mitigate the risk is to disregard the non-traceability consciousness segment, so that the buyer only sells traceable food products to the traceability consciousness consumer at the price v + r. The sourcing quantities under the TN strategy are q T = θ and q N = 0. Or, to put in differently, the buyer positions itself as a "niche" firm with traceability, aiming to extract all surplus from the traceability consciousness segment. With the TN strategy, the buyer forgoes sourcing for and serving for non-traceability consciousness consumers, and therefore, the buyer's profit is:
Note that it is identical to the first term of Equation (2), whereas the profit from the non-traceability consciousness segment has been lost. price v, and the sourcing quantities under the TM strategy are q T = 1 and q N = 0. With this strategy, the buyer forgoes the opportunity to extract additional surplus from the segment that is concerned about traceability. In practice, firms that aim to broaden the consumer market and price competitiveness may adopt the TM strategy. The expected profit of the buyer in the TM strategy is:
The first term in Equation (4) is the sales profit, while the second one represents the recall cost after a food safety event occurs.
Comparing the profit function of the four different strategies, we may derive when each of these strategies is optimal. For patrimony, we define
Proposition 1. The optimal sourcing strategy of the buyer in a food supply chain with complete information is All proofs are in the Appendix A. While the consumer WTP for traceability is low (r < ζ), and the expected costs (including the recall cost and additional monetary penalty) incurred by a food safety event are small (part(i)), the NT strategy is optimal to the buyer. If the expected costs incurred by the food safety event are high, the buyer prefers the TN strategy if the consumer WTP for traceability is high (par(iii)); otherwise, the TM strategy is optimal (part(iv)). Intuitively, while the incremental cost is greater than the consumer WTP for traceability (r < ζ), the buyer never adopts the DS strategy, since with a low-cost sourcing strategy, a greater margin could be reaped from the traceability consciousness segment. When the consumer WTP for traceability is higher than the incremental cost (r > ζ), the sourcing behavior of the buyer is similar, except that the buyer prefers the DS strategy to the NT Strategy (part(ii)). This is because serving the traceability consciousness segment is profitable as long as r > ζ, even if there is no reduction in risk. In other words, if r > ζ, the buyer always seeks to at least partially source from the type T supplier, and not only sources from type N supplier.
Drivers Analysis of Sourcing
Many factors may impact the sourcing decision of the buyer in practice, such as consumer WTP, the additional monetary penalty imposed by the government, and so on. In this section, we focus on two categories of external stakeholders: consumers and governments. The impact of consumers is primarily expressed through the WTP, which includes two aspects: consumer WTP for traceability r and the traceability consciousness segment θ. Furthermore, the impact of governments is normally related to food safety events, including the additional monetary penalty (c P ) and its supervision level (e.g., inspection and monitoring) [32] , and the latter may partially influence the occurrence probability of food safety events (ϕ). In addition, the occurrence probability of food safety events is also subject to the intrinsic attribute of food products, the production process. In this section, we will analyze the impacts of these factors on a buyer's sourcing decision.
We define q * T and q * N as the optimal quantities sourced from traceable and non-traceable suppliers, respectively. Table 2 summarizes the optimal sourcing quantities and the expected profit of the buyer under four sourcing strategies. Obviously, the optimal quantities sourced from the type T and N supplier are only relevant to the size of the traceability consciousness segment θ, and are independent of the WTP for traceability r, the additional monetary penalty c P , and the probability of food safety events ϕ. Moreover, within a given sourcing strategy, the sourcing quantity from the type T supplier is increasing, and the quantity from the type N supplier is decreasing in the size of the traceability consciousness segment. 
Consumer WTP
In this subsection, we discuss the impact of consumer WTP on the sourcing decision. Firstly, consider the case when the consumer WTP for traceability is low (r < ζ), and the buyer's optimal sourcing strategies are the NT strategy, TN strategy, and TM strategy, as illustrated in (i), (iii), and (iv) of Proposition 1, respectively. Noting the profit expressions in Table 2 for these three strategies, we can find that the expected profit of the buyer is independent of θ under both NT and TM strategies, and it is increasing in the segment size with the TN strategy. While θ = 0, no consumer is concerned about traceability, and the TM strategy is preferred to the TN strategy; nevertheless, when θ = 1, which means that all consumers have a premium WTP for traceability, the TN strategy is preferred to the TM strategy. Therefore, in the case r < ζ, three potential transition paths of optimal sourcing strategy as θ increases exist: (1) NT strategy is optimal for all θ; (2) NT strategy → TN strategy; and (3) TM strategy → TN strategy. The underlying behavior in the first two paths is consistent with naive intuition: q * N decreases and q * T increases in θ. In the third path, the optimal sourcing strategy transits from the TM strategy to the TN strategy for a sufficiently high θ, and the quantity sourced from the traceable supplier decreases as θ increases. A similar effect occurs as a function of WTP for traceability r. Thus, we can summarize the above observations for the effect of θ and r as the following proposition. Proposition 2. If consumer WTP for traceability is low (r < ζ), and the optimal sourcing strategy progresses from the TM strategy to TN strategy as θ or r increases, the optimal quantity q * T sourced from the type T supplier strictly decreases as θ increases and crosses (v − c T )/(v + r − c T ) and as r increases and crosses
Proposition 2 shows that, if consumer WTP for traceability is low, it is possible for the buyer to reduce the sourcing quantity of traceable food products, even as more consumers are concerned about traceability or as their WTP for traceability increases. The underlying cause is that if θ or r is small, the buyer may choose the TM strategy to mitigate the risk of food safety events. Moreover, if either θ or r increases, the TN strategy will be more attractive to the buyer, and the strategy transition excludes those non-traceability consciousness consumers.
Considering the second case, where the consumer WTP for traceability is high (r > ζ), the optimal strategies of the buyer are the DS strategy, TM strategy, and TN strategy. Intuitively, in this case, the DS strategy dominates the NT strategy. From Table 2 , we can find that the expected profit of the TM strategy is independent of θ, and that of the TN strategy increases in θ. Moreover, the buyer's expected profit under DS strategy may increase as θ increases (case r > ζ), or decrease as θ increases (case r < ζ). Thus, in the case r > ζ, three potential transition paths of the optimal strategy exist: (1) DS strategy → TN strategy; (2) TM strategy → DS strategy → TN strategy; and (3) TM strategy → TN strategy. The effect of θ and r on these transitions can be summarized as the following proposition.
Proposition 3.
If the consumer WTP to pay for traceability is high (r > ζ), (i) If the optimal sourcing strategy transits from the TM strategy to TN strategy as θ or r increases, the optimal sourcing quantity q * T strictly decreases as θ crosses (v − c T )/(v + r − c T ) from below and as r crosses (v − c T )(1 − θ)/θ from below.
(ii) If the optimal sourcing strategy transits from the DS strategy to TN strategy as θ or r increases, the optimal sourcing quantity q * T strictly decreases and q * N strictly increases as θ increases and crosses.
) and r increases and crosses (ϕc
Part(i) of the proposition is similar to Proposition 2, and Part(ii) shows that while θ or r increases, the buyer will increase the sourcing quantity q * N and decrease the sourcing quantity q * T , which is counterintuitive. Figure 1 illustrates an instance of the buyer's optimal sourcing quantities from different suppliers, where the second transition path in the case r > ζ occurs. As the figure shows, for low θ, the TM strategy is optimal, whereas for moderate θ, the DS strategy is optimal, and for high θ, the TN strategy is optimal. As θ increases above 0.314, the sourcing quantity from the type T supplier decreases from 1 to θ discontinuously, whereas that sourced from the type N supplier jumps from 0 to 1 − θ. It is obvious that as the size of the traceability consciousness segment or consumer WTP for traceability increases, the buyer could gain more profits from the market in terms of these consumers (by adopting the DS or TN strategy). In other words, the buyer transits to a market segmentation strategy by selling traceable food products to traceability consciousness consumers at a higher price. If the size of the traceability consciousness segment or consumer WTP for traceability is sufficiently high, the buyer will dedicate their operation to serving traceability consciousness consumers, but exclude the non-traceability consciousness ones. We use two numerical experiments to investigate the impact of consumer WTP for traceability r and the traceability consciousness segment θ on the sourcing decision of the buyer. We consider the Sustainability 2017, 9, 999 9 of 19 parameters of the two experiments as c T = 7, ϕ = 0.2, c P = 14, v = 10, and f (t T ) = 0.3, and these two experiments differ in the parameter c N setting. Figure 2 illustrates the buyer's optimal sourcing decision when c N = 2, and Figure 3 shows that when c N = 4. Additionally, the vertical lines in the two figures represent r = ζ. With the definition of ζ and ∆, we can find that ζ increases as c N decreases. Thus, the vertical line r = ζ in Figure 3 lies to the left of that in Figure 2 . Compared to Figure 2 , Figure 3 has a higher N c , which means that the cost advantage of the non-traceable food products is reduced. As the figure shows, when  and r are low, the buyer prefers the TM strategy to NT strategy, in order to minimize the cost of probable food safety events.
As either  or r increases, the buyer will pursue a segmentation strategy (DS strategy or TN strategy), resulting in a decrease of sourcing quantity from the type T supplier and an increase from the type N supplier. While  is sufficiently high, the buyer will focus on serving the traceability consciousness segment, and abandon another segment of the population. Taken in sum, we discuss two common ways to encourage sourcing traceable food products. The first way is to educate consumers to care about traceability, and another way is to encourage them to pay more for traceable products. For example, firms usually provide a query service to impress consumers with the traceability characteristic of food products. Moreover, firms enhance the credence attribute of food products with traceability, and sell them at a higher price. These results show that these two ways may produce unintended, and in some cases, detrimental results. The reason is that changing consumer population characteristics alters the profit of the buyer within The LHS of the vertical line r = ζ in Figure 2 shows two transition paths of the buyer's sourcing strategy as θ increases: the NT strategy is optimal for all θ; NT strategy → TN strategy. Moreover, the LHS of the vertical line in Figure 3 shows another transition path as θ increases in the case r < ζ: TM strategy → TN strategy. Similarly, we can find these transition paths from the RHS of the vertical line r = ζ in the two figures as θ increases in the case r > ζ: DS strategy → TN strategy ( Figure 2) ; TM strategy → DS strategy → TN strategy and TM strategy → TN strategy (Figure 3) .
Compared to Figure 2 , Figure 3 has a higher c N , which means that the cost advantage of the non-traceable food products is reduced. As the figure shows, when θ and r are low, the buyer prefers the TM strategy to NT strategy, in order to minimize the cost of probable food safety events. As either θ or r increases, the buyer will pursue a segmentation strategy (DS strategy or TN strategy), resulting in a decrease of sourcing quantity from the type T supplier and an increase from the type N supplier. While θ is sufficiently high, the buyer will focus on serving the traceability consciousness segment, and abandon another segment of the population.
Taken in sum, we discuss two common ways to encourage sourcing traceable food products. The first way is to educate consumers to care about traceability, and another way is to encourage them to pay more for traceable products. For example, firms usually provide a query service to impress consumers with the traceability characteristic of food products. Moreover, firms enhance the credence attribute of food products with traceability, and sell them at a higher price. These results show that these two ways may produce unintended, and in some cases, detrimental results. The reason is that changing consumer population characteristics alters the profit of the buyer within different sourcing strategies, and in particular, might make strategies that source from non-traceable suppliers (e.g., DS strategy) more profitable. The fact that a seemingly sound strategy to encourage sourcing from a traceable supplier can produce precisely the opposite of the intended result is irritating and shows that the effort to encourage consumers to increase their WTP for traceable products may fail because they may lead the firm to focus more on segmenting the market, rather than upgrading the widespread traceability level of the food supply chain. This could be the reason that even consumers show their WTP for traceability, and that some food supply chains only adopt low-level traceability to meet the statutory requirements.
Food Safety Events
Within the above analysis, it is clear that increasing the consumer WTP for traceability r or the size of the traceability consciousness segment may not lead to an increase in the provision of traceable food products to the market. In this subsection, we will further analyze the potential impact of an additional monetary penalty c P and the occurrence probability of food safety events ϕ on the buyer's sourcing decision.
When the consumer WTP for traceability is low (r < ζ), the buyer may adopt three potential strategies: NT strategy, TN strategy, and TM strategy. With Table 2 , we can find that the expected profit under both the TN and TM strategy is independent of the additional monetary penalty c P , and it decreases as c P increases under both the NT and DS strategy. Consequently, while c P increases in the case r < ζ, the buyer will decrease the sourcing quantity from the type N supplier and increase that from the type T supplier. In the case r > ζ, the buyer may use the DS strategy, TN strategy, and TM strategy, and its expected profit under the DS strategy decreases as c P increases. Therefore, the same trends of q * T and q * N occur as a function of an additional monetary penalty c P . Similarly, we investigate the effect of the occurrence probability of food safety events ϕ. Intuitively in Table 2 , the expected profit of the buyer under each strategy decreases in ϕ, and the DS strategy has the largest decline rate, followed by the NT strategy, and the TN strategy declines most slowly. Therefore, in both the case r < ζ and r > ζ, the buyer will decrease q * N and increase q * T as the occurrence probability of food safety events ϕ increases. Taken in sum, the following proposition formalizes these effects of an additional monetary penalty c P and the occurrence probability of food safety events ϕ.
Proposition 4.
Under the optimal sourcing strategy, q * N decreases and q * T increases in terms of an additional monetary penalty c P and the occurrence probability of food safety events ϕ.
Combining Proposition 2, 3, and 4, we can observe that educating consumers about traceability and encouraging them to pay more for traceability (e.g., marketing campaigns by the buyer, the government or other groups) may produce unexpected results. In other words, it may not be helpful to encourage the buyer sourcing more from traceable suppliers to sell to the market. The reason for this is that these ways alter the profits of all sourcing strategies, and may improve the profit of strategies sourcing from the type N supplier (e.g., DS strategy). Conversely, imposing a punishment for food safety events via an additional monetary penalty and more strict inspection and monitoring mechanism, will be helpful to encourage the buyer to source more from traceable suppliers. Consequently, to encourage sustainable traceability, punishment policies might be more efficient than reward policies. This is an intriguing observation as the government, particularly the local government in developing countries, is not willing to disclose the information of food safety events and impose heavy penalties on food facilities while food safety events occur. A key reason for this is the fear that actively disclosing information and imposing a significant punishment would lead these facilities to go out of business, putting workers out of their jobs, which is worse than food safety events. As a result, even though the government makes an effort to introduce a mandatory traceability system, without the assistance of strict supervision and punishment mechanisms, it is difficult to achieve traceability.
Finally, we investigate the impact of different parameters on the profit of the buyer, and achieve the following proposition.
Proposition 5. Buyer's profit under the optimal strategy (i) decreases in the case of an additional monetary penalty c P and the occurrence probability of food safety events ϕ; (ii) increases in the consumer WTP for food products v and traceability r; (iii) is convex in the segment of traceability consciousness consumers (θ).
Proposition 5(i) and (ii) are intuitive from the expected profit of the buyer under different sourcing strategies, as listed in Table 2 . Proposition 5(iii) illustrates that the buyer gains a higher profit while the size of the traceability consciousness segment is smaller or larger. When θ is sufficiently low, increasing θ may incur a decline in the sales volume (NT strategy) or the buyer selling traceable food products to the non-traceability consciousness segment (TM strategy), and thus, the buyer's profit decreases. While θ is sufficiently high, the buyer's profit increases as θ increases. Hence, the firm prefers to only sell to consumers with traceability consciousness (TN strategy).
Asymmetric Information about Traceability
So far, we have considered a transparent food supply chain, that is, consumers know whether a food product has been sourced from a traceable supplier or a non-traceable supplier. In practice, like the corporate social responsibility issues in the supply chain [27, 41, 42] , the buyer could hide the true information of the food products to gain more profit via many ways, such as mislabeling (e.g., material [5], production date [21] ); in other words, there exists information asymmetry. Therefore, even if consumers "vote with their wallets", they may suffer food safety events.
In this section, we investigate the buyer's sourcing decision in a food supply chain with information asymmetry. We assume that the consumer has no information about the sourcing decision of the buyer, and the buyer can mislabel its product without an additional penalty. Consequently, two other potential sourcing strategies could be adopted by the buyer.
(1) Non-Traceability Dual Labeled Sourcing (NDL) strategy. This includes only sourcing from the type N supplier, and selling these products with different traceability labels at different prices. Therefore, the expected profit of the buyer in this strategy is:
Such a strategy is preferred to the NT strategy in the transparent supply chain, as the buyer is also able to extract extra profit from the price premium to the traceability consciousness segment, even though the product is from a non-traceable supplier.
(2) Traceability Dual Labeled Sourcing (TDL) strategy. With this strategy, the buyer sources only from the type T supplier, and labels the product with two different traceability levels: traceable and non-traceable. The buyer sells these different labeled products to traceability consciousness consumers at a high price v + r, and to non-traceability consciousness consumers at a low price v, respectively. Hence, the expected profit of the buyer under this strategy is:
Intuitively, the TDL strategy dominates the TN strategy and TM strategy in the transparent supply chain.
Consequently, while there exists information asymmetry in the food supply chain, the optimal sourcing strategy of the buyer is the DS strategy, TDL strategy, and NDL strategy. Comparing the expected profits of the buyer in different candidate strategies, we have the following result. For convenience, we define
Proposition 6. The buyer's optimal sourcing strategy in a food supply chain associated with asymmetric information is: Intuitively, we can derive the sourcing quantities from different supplier types under the optimal sourcing strategy. Table 3 summarizes the optimal sourcing quantities and the expected profit of the buyer under three sourcing strategies. Unlike in the transparent food supply chain, the optimal quantities sourced from the type T and N supplier are independent of the size of the traceability consciousness segment θ in the food supply chain with asymmetric information. 
Consider the case r < κ, in which the buyer's optimal strategies are the NDL strategy and TDL strategy. Noting the profit expression in Table 3 , we can find that both of these profits in the two strategies increase in r and θ, and that the TDL strategy exhibits a more rapid growth as r and θ increase. Therefore, there exists a potential transition path of the optimal sourcing strategy as the NDL strategy → TDL while r or θ increases. The reason for this is that a change in r or θ improves the profit of the strategy that sources from the type T supplier and sells the product at a higher price v + r. In the case r > κ, the buyer may adopt the DS strategy or TDL strategy. While r and θ increase, the profit in the TDL strategy increases faster than that in the DS strategy, and hence, a potential transition path of the optimal sourcing strategy exists: DS strategy → TDL strategy. Such a transition path indicates that while r or θ is sufficiently high, the buyer will mitigate the risk of food safety events (e.g., recall cost) via only sourcing from the type T supplier.
Furthermore, we use a numerical experiment to investigate the impact of r and θ on the sourcing decision of the buyer in a food supply chain under asymmetric information. We consider the parameters of the experiment to be c H = 7, ϕ = 0.3, c P = 4, v = 10, f (t T ) = 0.2, and c N = 4. The vertical line in Figure 4 represents r = κ. With the LHS of r = κ in Figure 4 (r < κ) , we can find that if r or θ is sufficiently small, the buyer will consistently adopt the NDL strategy; otherwise, the buyer will transit to the TDL strategy as r or θ increases. In the RHS (r > κ), it shows that if θ is sufficiently small, the buyer will use the DS strategy as r increases; otherwise, it will transit to the TDL strategy as θ increases. Table 3 , we can find that both of these profits in the two strategies increase in r and  , and that the TDL strategy exhibits a more rapid growth as r and  increase. Therefore, there exists a potential transition path of the optimal sourcing strategy as the NDL strategy → TDL while r or  increases. The reason for this is that a change in r or  improves the profit of the strategy that sources from the type T supplier and sells the product at a higher price  v r. In the case   r , the buyer may adopt the DS strategy or TDL strategy. While r and  increase, the profit in the TDL strategy increases faster than that in the DS strategy, and hence, a potential transition path of the optimal sourcing strategy exists: DS strategy → TDL strategy. Such a transition path indicates that while r or  is sufficiently high, the buyer will mitigate the risk of food safety events (e.g., recall cost) via only sourcing from the type T supplier.
Furthermore, we use a numerical experiment to investigate the impact of r and  on the sourcing decision of the buyer in a food supply chain under asymmetric information. We consider the parameters of the experiment to be ), we can find that if r or  is sufficiently small, the buyer will consistently adopt the NDL strategy; otherwise, the buyer will transit to the TDL strategy as r or  increases. In the RHS (   r ), it shows that if  is sufficiently small, the buyer will use the DS strategy as r increases; otherwise, it will transit to the TDL strategy as  increases. Considering the impact of food safety events, we can observe from Table 3 that the profit of the buyer in each strategy decreases in the occurrence probability of food safety events  while the DS strategy holds a larger decline rate than the others; and the profit in the DS strategy and NDL strategy Considering the impact of food safety events, we can observe from Table 3 that the profit of the buyer in each strategy decreases in the occurrence probability of food safety events ϕ while the DS strategy holds a larger decline rate than the others; and the profit in the DS strategy and NDL strategy decreases in terms of an additional monetary penalty c P , while that in the TDL strategy is independent of c P . That indicates that if the government imposes more strict inspections and monitoring mechanisms (ϕ increases) or a heavier additional monetary penalty (c P increases), the buyer will adopt the TDL strategy and sell these traceable food products to the market.
Up to this point, we assume that the firm may mislabel its product without cost. In practice, consumers, governments, and some NGO groups could examine the truth of the traceability label in different ways with the aid of information techniques. Thus, the firm may suffer an additional cost (e.g., loss of consumer) for its mislabeling. Note that the type of mislabeling in the NDL and TDL sourcing strategies is not the same. In NDL, the mislabel is immoral: the firm sells non-traceable food products as traceable ones; and in TDL, the mislabel is well-intentioned: the firm sells its traceable food products as non-traceable ones to segment the market. We assume that the buyer suffers an additional cost for its sinful mislabeling activity in the NDL strategy as ψc M , where ψ represents the probability of being discovered, and c M is the incurred cost. Therefore, the expected profit of the buyer can be rewritten as
Based on the previous numerical experiment, we set ψ = 0.1 and c M = 1 to examine the impact of an additional cost for mislabeling. Figure 5 illustrates the optimal strategies of the buyer in this case. Compared to Figure 4 , we can find that the size of the optimality regions of NDL decrease, while the regions of both the DS and TDL strategies increase. This suggests that imposing an additional cost for immoral mislabeling may produce an intended consequence of sourcing more from a traceable supplier, and thus contribute to sustainable traceability.
Up to this point, we assume that the firm may mislabel its product without cost. In practice, consumers, governments, and some NGO groups could examine the truth of the traceability label in different ways with the aid of information techniques. Thus, the firm may suffer an additional cost (e.g., loss of consumer) for its mislabeling. Note that the type of mislabeling in the NDL and TDL sourcing strategies is not the same. In NDL, the mislabel is immoral: the firm sells non-traceable food products as traceable ones; and in TDL, the mislabel is well-intentioned: the firm sells its traceable food products as non-traceable ones to segment the market. We assume that the buyer suffers an additional cost for its sinful mislabeling activity in the NDL strategy as  M c , where  represents the probability of being discovered, and M c is the incurred cost. Therefore, the expected profit of the buyer can be rewritten as
Based on the previous numerical experiment, we set   0.1 and
to examine the impact of an additional cost for mislabeling. Figure 5 illustrates the optimal strategies of the buyer in this case. Compared to Figure 4 , we can find that the size of the optimality regions of NDL decrease, while the regions of both the DS and TDL strategies increase. This suggests that imposing an additional cost for immoral mislabeling may produce an intended consequence of sourcing more from a traceable supplier, and thus contribute to sustainable traceability. To examine the impact of information disclosure on the sourcing decision of the buyer, we carry out a numerical experiment in a transparent food supply chain with the same parameter initialization as Figure 4 . The result is graphically depicted in Figure 6 . The size of the optimality regions employing the type N supplier (NT strategy and DS strategy) is larger than the regions (NDL strategy and DS strategy) in a nontransparent supply chain (Figure 4 ). Note that, although the buyer can be more likely to source from a non-traceable supplier in a transparent supply chain, it does not indicate that the buyer would like to source a larger quantity from the type N supplier. For instance, while r is moderate and  is small, the buyer in a transparent supply chain adopts the DS strategy To examine the impact of information disclosure on the sourcing decision of the buyer, we carry out a numerical experiment in a transparent food supply chain with the same parameter initialization as Figure 4 . The result is graphically depicted in Figure 6 . The size of the optimality regions employing the type N supplier (NT strategy and DS strategy) is larger than the regions (NDL strategy and DS strategy) in a nontransparent supply chain (Figure 4 ). Note that, although the buyer can be more likely to source from a non-traceable supplier in a transparent supply chain, it does not indicate that the buyer would like to source a larger quantity from the type N supplier. For instance, while r is moderate and θ is small, the buyer in a transparent supply chain adopts the DS strategy with q * N = 1 − θ and q * T = θ, and adopts the NDL strategy in a nontransparent supply chain with q * N = 1 and q * T = 0. Although the type N supplier is selected in both cases, the sourcing quantity from the type N supplier is smaller in the transparent supply chain. Thus, transparency is helpful for improving sustainable traceability, when the non-traceable supplier is engaged in both types of food supply chain. However, the non-traceable supplier is more frequently adopted in the transparent supply chain. This indicates that the effort of information disclosure may fail to improve sustainable traceability.
Although the type N supplier is selected in both cases, the sourcing quantity from the type N supplier is smaller in the transparent supply chain. Thus, transparency is helpful for improving sustainable traceability, when the non-traceable supplier is engaged in both types of food supply chain. However, the non-traceable supplier is more frequently adopted in the transparent supply chain. This indicates that the effort of information disclosure may fail to improve sustainable traceability. 
Conclusions
Food safety is becoming an increasingly important aspect of food supply chain management for both firms and governments, and the traceability system is recognized as a feasible solution to ensure food safety and prevent food losses. As adopting the traceability system may increase costs, the firm who sells traceable food products may benefit from a higher WTP and lower recall cost, and an additional monetary penalty while food safety events occur. Therefore, a firm may associate its sourcing strategy with a marketing strategy, and determine its sourcing decision when suppliers are heterogeneous regarding traceability. In this article, we explored this issue and focused on understanding the drivers of sourcing from a traceable supplier in the food supply chain. We found that each of these possible sourcing strategies (NT, DS, TN, TM, NDL, and TDL) may be optimal under certain conditions. Additionally, we also investigated the impact of consumer WTP and food safety events on determining the optimal sourcing strategy and hence the sustainable provision of traceable food products in the market.
Our results will help firms to understand the tradeoffs underlying sourcing decisions considering food traceability and illustrate the optimal conditions of different sourcing strategies. When consumers hold a low WTP for traceability, it is optimal to either source all food products from the non-traceable supplier or from the traceable supplier; otherwise, it is optimal for the buyer to adopt the dual sourcing strategy. Moreover, since the firm's profit is convex in the size of the traceability consciousness segment, firms may devote effort to increasing the consumer awareness of traceability issues by educating consumers on traceability. Given the increasing frequency and server consequence of food safety events, the value of an integrative approach to food supply chain management considering operations, marketing, and traceability will continue to grow. 
Our results will help firms to understand the tradeoffs underlying sourcing decisions considering food traceability and illustrate the optimal conditions of different sourcing strategies. When consumers hold a low WTP for traceability, it is optimal to either source all food products from the non-traceable supplier or from the traceable supplier; otherwise, it is optimal for the buyer to adopt the dual sourcing strategy. Moreover, since the firm's profit is convex in the size of the traceability consciousness segment, firms may devote effort to increasing the consumer awareness of traceability issues by educating consumers on traceability. Given the increasing frequency and server consequence of food safety events, the value of an integrative approach to food supply chain management considering operations, marketing, and traceability will continue to grow.
In addition, our results provide viable suggestions for policymakers and consumers on how to encourage increasing sustainable traceability along the food supply chain. We have found that increasing either the segment of traceability consciousness population or consumer WTP for traceability may lead to a decrease in sourcing from a traceable supplier and an increase from a non-traceable supplier. These counterintuitive behaviors occur when the firm switches its sourcing strategies as the consumer population changes, potentially abandoning sourcing from a traceable supplier. Moreover, complete information along the food supply chain may decrease the supply of traceable food products. Our results suggest that efforts on detection or punishment are more likely to produce the intended consequence than influencing the consumer market characteristics. In other words, if the government strengthens supervision and fines while requiring mandatory traceability along the food supply chain, retailers are likely to source more from a traceable supplier, and the food supply chain is more likely to achieve sustainable traceability.
Sustainable traceability is a complicated topic along the food supply chain, and some issues need to be further studied. First, we model a monopolistic buyer in this paper, and thus, competition in the market faced by the firm has not been taken into consideration. Generalizing this study to the case with a competing market is an interesting extension. Second, we assume that there are two segments of the population, and that each segment holds the same WTP for products and traceability. In practice, consumer WTP differs in many factors (e.g., education, income [43] ). Thus, further research may consider heterogeneous WTP and analyze the pricing strategy. Furthermore, in this article, we simply allocate the liability of food safety events between the supplier and the buyer, where the supplier bears the production cost, and the buyer affords the rest. However, in practice, the liability is usually allocated according to failure root cause analysis. Hence, an exploration considering failure root cause analysis associated with traceability may prove interesting. − , the DS strategy is optimal to the buyer (Proposition 1(ii) ).
For the TN strategy, let ∏ TN > ∏ TM , and we derive r > (1 − θ)(v − c T )/θ. Combining Proposition 1(i) and (ii), the TN strategy is optimal if r > (1 − θ)(v − c T )/θ, and neither the NT strategy nor DS strategy are optimal (Proposition 1(iii)).
Then, the TM strategy is preferred if r < (1 − θ)(v − c T )/θ, and neither the NT strategy nor DS strategy are optimal (Proposition 1(iv)). Proof of Proposition 4. For all r, the profit in the TN and TM strategies is independent of c P . If r < ζ, the only optimal strategies are the NT strategy, TN strategy, and TM strategy, and the profit in the NT strategy is decreasing in c P . Hence, an increase in c P only decreases the attractiveness of the NT strategy to the other two sourcing strategies, meaning that q * N can only decrease and q * T can only increase. If r > ζ, the only optimal strategies are the DS strategy, TN strategy, and TM strategy, and the profit in the DS strategy is decreasing in c P . Hence, an increase in c P can incur the same trend of q * N and q * T as above. Thus, for all r, an increase in c P , q * N can only decrease and q * T can only increase. Considering ϕ, the profit in each strategy decreases in ϕ. If r < ζ, the NT strategy has the largest decline rate, followed by the TM strategy, and the TN strategy declines the most slowly. With these potential transition paths of an optimal sourcing strategy, we can deduce that an increase in ϕ will lead to increasing q * N and decreasing q * T values. If r > ζ, the DS strategy has the largest decline rate, followed by the TM strategy, and the TN strategy declines the most slowly. Hence, an increase in ϕ can incur the same trend of q * N and q * T . Thus, for all r, an increase in ϕ, q * N can only decrease and q * T can only increase. Taken in sum, Proposition 4 follows.
Proof of Proposition
Proof of Proposition 5. Part(i) and (ii) follow because the buyer's profit is monotone in c P and ϕ under the optimal sourcing strategy. Part(iii) follows because the buyer's profit is independent of θ in the NT and TM strategy, increasing in θ in the TN strategy, and decreasing or increasing in θ as r < ζ or r > ζ in the DS strategy. Given the optimal strategies in Proposition 1, it follows that profit in the optimal strategy is convex in θ.
Proof of Proposition 6. The DS strategy is preferred to the NDL strategy if the profit under the DS strategy is higher than that under the NDL strategy. Let ∏ DS > ∏ NDL , and we can derive r > κ. Similarly, setting ∏ DS > ∏ TDL , we derive ϕ f (t N )(v − c N )(1 − θ) + ϕ f (t T )(v + r − c T )θ + ϕc P < (1 − θ)(v − c N ) + θ(v + r − c T ) − (1 − ϕ f (t T ))(v + rθ − c T ). If two conditions are satisfied, the DS strategy is optimal (Part(i)). For the NDL strategy, we set ∏ DS < ∏ NDL and ∏ NDL > ∏ TDL , then part(ii) follows as r < κ and ϕ( f (t T ) − f (t N ))(v + θr) − (c N − c T ) + ϕ(c N f (t N ) − c T f (t T )) > ϕc P ; and setting ∏ DS < ∏ TDL and ∏ NDL < ∏ TDL for the TDL strategy, part(iii) follows.
